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Abstract

   NFS version 4.2 introduces an optional feature known as NFSv4
   Security Labels.  This document extends NFSv4 Security Labels to
   support Linux file capabilities and the Linux Integrity Measurement
   Architecture.
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1.  Introduction

   In the current document, we define a way to manage both IMA metadata
   and Linux file capabilities on NFS files using existing NFSv4
   Security Label protocol elements.  Before specifying new protocol,
   let's contextualize and define the terminology used in the body of
   this document.

1.1.  Linux Integrity Measurement Architecture

   The Linux Integrity Measurement Architecture (hereafter, IMA)
   provides assurance that the content of a file is unaltered and
   authentic to what was originally written to that file.  In addition,
   an Extended Verification Module (hereafter, EVM) can assure that a
   file's attribute information remains unaltered.

   The goal is to detect when a remote attacker, a local attacker, or
   unintentional software behavior has modified the content or
   attributes of a file.  This is done by cryptographically signing HMAC
   hashes of a file's content and attribute metadata, and then storing
   the signed hashes separately.  These hashes are typically updated
   whenever the file is legitimately modified.

   Integrity verification is not performed by applications or by file
   systems.  Applications are not exposed to the operation of integrity
   verification.  File systems are responsible only for persistent
   storage of file content and signed hashes.  When a file is first
   read, content and hashes are passed to IMA modules for measurement
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   and appraisal.  Application access is denied if the hashes cannot be
   verified.

   Some files may be immutable, in which case their integrity metadata
   is signed by an RSA public key signature [RFC8017].  These files can
   only be accessed in read-only mode, or deleted by a privileged
   process.

   Key material used to sign and verify file content and attribute
   metadata must be protected.  A Trusted Platform Module [TPM-SUM] can
   be used to seal the key material.  This use case is typical for
   providing a read-only operating system image that is
   cryptographically verified; for example, in a cloud environment or on
   mobile devices.

   The goals and use cases of the Linux Integrity Measurement
   Architecture (IMA) are presented in further detail in [IMA-WP].

1.2.  Linux File Capabilities

   The Linux kernel divides privileges traditionally associated with the
   superuser into distinct subprivileges, referred to as "capabilities".
   These capabilies include but are not limited to

   o  The ability to override file read and write permission checks

   o  The ability to signal processes without permission checks

   o  The ability to bind to a privileged socket port or perform other
      privileged network administration tasks

   o  The ability to perform a range of system administrative tasks such
      as rebooting or setting the system clock

   Being broken out from the monolithic superuser privilege, individual
   capabilities can be enabled and disabled independently of one
   another.  Individual capabilities are associated with a process and
   are inherited during execve(2), similar to the traditional superuser
   privilege.

   File capabilities enable capabilities to be associated with a file
   containing an executable object, like a setuid permission bit.  File
   capability sets are combined with the capability sets of a parent
   process to determine the capabilities of a child process after an
   execve(2).

   This enables an otherwise unaware application to be given a
   particular and specific privilege -- say, the privilege to bind to a

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8017
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   privileged port -- without granting it the privilege to reboot the
   system or kill processes that do not share its owner UID, thus
   improving overall system security.

   The Linux capability implementation is based on the withdrawn
   POSIX.1e draft standard (see [POSIX1e]).  An overview of the facility
   can be found in the Linux capabilities(7) man page (citation needed).

1.3.  NFSv4 Security Labels

Section 9 of the NFS version 4.2 specification [RFC7862] defines an
   optional feature, known as NFSv4 Security Labels, that permits per-
   file extended security labels to be conveyed between NFSv4 clients
   and servers.

   The intention of these labels is to enable the conveyance of MAC
   security labels, but in special cases, non-MAC security information
   may be handled.  There is no prohibitory language in [RFC7204],
   [RFC7569], or [RFC7862] which excludes non-MAC security metadata from
   being conveyed via an NFSv4 Security Label, for instance.

2.  Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119]
   [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown
   here.

3.  Handling File Capabilities on NFS Mounts

   Linux file capabilities are typically manipulated in a native binary
   format.  However, a capability set can be converted to a human-
   readable text format.  See the Linux cap_from_text(3) man page
   (citation needed).

   An NFSv4 client stores the capability set associated with an NFS file
   by first converting the capability set to a text format and then
   conveying it to an NFSv4 server via a SETATTR operation, using the
   LFS number assigned for this purpose (see Section 6).  This
   capability set completely replaces the previous capability set for
   that file.

   Likewise, an NFSv4 client retrieves the capability set associated
   with a file by first retrieving the text form of the capability set,
   as stored in an NFSv4 Security Label, via a GETATTR operation, using
   the LFS number assigned for this purpose, and then converting the

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7862
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7204
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7569
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   retrieved text form into the client's native capability set
   representation.

   There is no MAC policy associated with the file capabilities LFS
   number.  The contents of the lfs_pi field MUST be ignored by clients
   and servers when this LFS number is used.  See Section 12.2.4 of
   [RFC7862] for further details about how clients and servers form
   these GETATTR and SETATTR requests.

   In order to enable file capabilities to be retrieved or updated in a
   single RPC, the text format representation of a capability set MUST
   NOT exceed 8192 bytes in length.

   This document does not specify how an NFSv4 server handles file
   capability metadata.  Server implementation choices include:

   o  If there are accessors of shared files that are local to an NFSv4
      server, the server may choose to store file capabilities in a
      native format and convert them to a text form when an NFSv4 client
      retrieves them.

   o  Alternately, an NFSv4 server may itself not support file
      capabilities at all, in which case the server can store capability
      sets in text form without conversion to a native format.

4.  Handling IMA Metadata on NFS Mounts

   On Linux, there are two parts to a file's IMA metadata:

   o  A cryptographically signed HMAC hash of the file's byte stream,
      stored in the file's security.ima extended attribute

   o  A cryptographically signed HMAC hash of the file's attributes,
      stored in the file's security.evm extended attribute

   An NFSv4 client stores the signed hash of an NFS file's byte stream
   or attributes by conveying the hash to an NFSv4 server via a SETATTR
   operation, using the LFS number appropriate for the hash (see

Section 6).  This signed hash completely replaces the previous hash.
   This document does not specify a policy for authorizing changes to
   IMA or EVM hashes.

   Likewise, an NFSv4 client retrieves the signed hash of an NFS file's
   byte stream or attributes by retrieving the appropriate NFSv4
   Security Label via a GETATTR operation using the LFS number assigned
   for this purpose.  An NFSv4 server MUST NOT prevent an NFSv4 client
   from accessing a file based on IMA verification failures on the
   server.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7862#section-12.2.4
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7862#section-12.2.4
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   There is no MAC policy associated with the IMA or EVM LFS numbers.
   The contents of the lfs_pi field MUST be ignored by clients and
   servers when these LFS numbers are used.  See Section 12.2.4 of
   [RFC7862] for further details about how clients and servers form
   these GETATTR and SETATTR requests.

   In order to enable IMA metadata to be retrieved or updated in a
   single RPC, a signed hash MUST NOT exceed 4096 bytes in length.

   This document does not specify how an NFSv4 server handles IMA
   metadata.  If there are local accessors of shared files on an NFSv4
   server, the server may choose to store IMA metadata in a native
   format that can be handled by the server's local integrity modules.

   A note about performance: IMA measurement and appraisal is always
   performed on the entirety of a file's byte stream.  In other words, a
   file's entire byte stream must be read over to an NFSv4 client in
   order for its IMA module to verify its integrity.  It is recognized
   that this requirement can have a significant performance impact for
   large files.  An NFSv4 client may employ other mechanisms, not
   specified here, to reduce this performance impact.  For example,
   instead of signing a hash of the file's byte stream, a Merkle tree
   can be constructed that allows clients to verify the integrity of
   smaller portions of a large file, and that tree can be signed instead
   of signing the file content.

5.  Security Considerations

   An NFSv4 server is required to enforce a suitable level of privilege
   before allowing a local or remote agent to alter NFSv4 Security
   Labels.  Consult Section 9.6 of [RFC7862] for further details.

   This document does not specify a policy for authorizing changes to
   IMA or EVM metadata or file capabilities.

5.1.  Protection of File Capability Metadata

   File capabilities are conveyed as text strings.  To prevent a man-in-
   the-middle from escalating the capability set of a file in transit,
   these strings must be protected in transit using a GSS service that
   provides integrity verification [RFC7861].  A server response that
   indicates that a file has no associated file capabilities must be
   similarly cryptographically protected.  While at rest on durable
   storage or in a cache, capability metadata requires the same
   protections as other file attribute metadata.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7862#section-12.2.4
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7862#section-12.2.4
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7862#section-9.6
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7861
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5.2.  Protection of IMA Metadata

   IMA metadata is cryptographically signed.  Receivers can detect
   unintentional and malicious alteration of this metadata simply by
   verifying the signature.  Therefore additional protection using GSS
   [RFC7861] or other security mechanisms is not mandatory.

6.  IANA Considerations

   This section provides guidance to the Internet Assigned Numbers
   Authority (IANA) regarding the addition of new entries in the
   "Security Label Format Selection Registry" in accordance with

Section 5.2 of [RFC7569].

   +---------------+---------------------+--------+--------------------+
   | Label Format  | Description         | Status | Reference          |
   | Specifier     |                     |        |                    |
   +---------------+---------------------+--------+--------------------+
   | 1             | LINUX-IMA           | active | [RFC-TBD]          |
   | 2             | LINUX-EVM           | active | [RFC-TBD]          |
   | 3             | LINUX-FCAP          | active | [RFC-TBD]          |
   +---------------+---------------------+--------+--------------------+

        New entries in the Security Label Format Selection Registry

                                  Table 1
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